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The "Unwritten Literature of Hawaii"

The most detailed account written to date on the rituals and practices of the hQLau hula
of the late 19th and early 20th century is N.B. Emerson's unwritten LiterutuPe of Hawaii (1909).
Emerson's work was based on personal knOWledge gained from years of contact and research among
Hawaiian informants whose memories stretched back at least into the Kalakaua days, some of whom
had been participants in the hula performance of the 1883 and 1886 celebrations. Emerson says
in his opening remarks on the hula:

The hula was a religious service, in which poetry, music, panto-
mime, and the dance lept themselves, under the forms of dramatic art,
to the refreshment of men's minds. Its view of life was idyllic, and
it gave itself to the celebration of those mythical times when gods
and goddesses moved on'the earth as men and women and when men and
women were as gods. As to subject-matter, its warp was spun largely
from the bowels of the old-time mythology into cords through which
the race maintained vital connection with its mysterious past. Inter-
woven with these, forming the woof, were threads of a thousand hues
and of ma~y fabrics, representing the imaginations of the poet, the
speculations of the philosopher, the aspirations of many a thirsty soul,
as well as the ravings and flame-colored pictures of the sensualist,
the mutterings and incantations of the kahu"ilO., the mysteries and para-
phernalia of Polynesian mythology, the annals of the nation's history--
the material, in fact, which in another nation and under different cir-
cumstances would have gone to the making of its poetry, its drama, its
opera, its literature [1909:11-12].

In much the same hyperbolic style Emerson proceeds with descriptions of the building of the
hG.lau hula, its kuahu altar, its gods, the organization of a hula school, the ceremonies of grad-
uation, and the debut of its dancers. Following thi~Emerson presents a unique collection of
hula chants and descriptions of the dances to which they pertained. Flowery in style as it may
be, Emerson's work is a firm foundation upon which to build a simpler structure to house the
components of the haZau hula of the times. In the following passages we present a condensation
of Emerson's descriptions.

GODDESSES OF THE HULA

The principal goddess in most halau hula was Laka, although some schools had Kapo in this
role. Emerson comments at length on the identity of these two goddesses, seeking to reconcile
the two (1909:24-25, 47-48). He says of Kapo,

Like Laka she was at times a sylvan deity, and it was in the garb
of woodland representations that she was worshiped by hula folk.
Her forms of activity, corresponding to her different metamorphoses,
were numerous, in one of which she was at times employed by the ka-
huna as a messenger in their black arts... Kapo seems to have lived
a double life ...now an angel of grace and beauty, now a demon of dark-
ness and lust [Ibid. :25].

Tracing the name Kapo as recorded chronologically, we find that in 1870 S.M. Kamakau named
Kapo as the goddess who with Kane-i-kaulana-'ula and Ka-huila-o-ka-Iani* entered certain trees
on Maunaloa, Moloka'i, and became a kQlaipQhoa or poison god used in sorcery (Kamakau 1964:129-
130). She was called, in Kamakau's account, Kapa Ka-ulu-i-Maunaloa (the grove at Maunaloa)

*Her brother, according to Manu (Ms. :2-3; p. 8 this paper).
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(Ibid. :132-133). Also in 1870 Kamakau recorded Kapo as the wife of Pua, and said that together
they became another kind of sorcery god. Kamakau's account of these two gods explains that
their first keeper, or kahu., "just took care" of them but did not send them on errands of death
or destruction through sorcery; however, after his death, through different incantations, they
were used as such, "although the gods were the same.kind (ma ke 'ema ua Zike). The two sides,
'ao'ao [that is, the side that sent the spirits to do harm and the side that counteracted their
harm] would conflict; one or the other of the kahu of the gods would be defeated, or victorious,
and the contesting (ku 'e) goes on between them to this day" [Ibid.:132J . This statement by Kama-
kau offers a basis of Hawaiian thought for the combining of opposing qualities or characteristics
within one god.

In 1899, Moses Manu said that Kapo-'ula-kina'u; sister of Pele, was the only chiefess named
Kapo mentioned in his legend (~~nu Ms.:3) and that she was goddess of the hula (Ibid. :33). He
also called her the wife of Pua, and alluded to her as a sorcery goddess (Ibid. :36). He gave
the name Laka as an alternate name for Kapo's sister, to whom she relegated the duty of instruc-
tion in the hula (Ibid. :33-34; see this paper, p. 9).

One of Emerson's informants told him that Kapo and Laka were "one in spirit, though their
names were two" (1909:47), and that Laka was the daughter of Kapo (Ibid. :48). According to this
informant Laka was worshipped at an earlier date than Kapo, "but they are really one" (Ibid.).

In 1958, an explanation of Kapo's dual nature appeared thus:
Her nature [Kapo's) was dual. As Kapo'ula-kina'u (Kapo-red-

spotted) she was the Kapo invoked by kahuna when sending evil
back upon a witch. This Kapo was a goddess whose temper was vio-
lent and vengeful. But when worshipped by dancers and chanters,
this same person was the gentle Laka, the spirit of the wild wood.
Yet when the kapu of seclusion was disregarded by a student or tea-
cher during the period of devotion to huta training in the halau,
the loving Laka quickly changed into vengeful Kapo and smote the
CUlprit [Handy & Pukui 1958:124J.

A case might be made for a distinction having been made between the two goddesses at some-
time or in some localities by reference to the chants beginning Noho ana Laka i ka ulu wehi-
wehi (Emerson 1909:33, lines 1-7) and Noho ana Kapo i ka utu wehiwehi (Ibid. :44-45, lines 9-14).
The former seems to be a portion of the latter chant; both allude to Kane-i-kaulana-'ula, the
poison god with whom Kapo is associated. In the latter chant Moe-hauna-iki,* a younger sister
of Kapo-'ula-kina'u in Moses Manu's legend (Ms. :1, 15) is named. Manu also gives the shortened
version of this chant, naming Kapo as the goddess (Ibid.: 35; see p. 10, this paper).

TIlEKUAHU ALTAR
The haZau hula, according to Emerson, was built on purified ground, and each stage of its

building was accompanied by prayers. Within the halau was built a kuahu altar to Laka, the
principal goddess of the hula. (The kuahu was usually a shelf or rack attached to the siding
between wall posts.) Greenery from the forests was ritually gathered and the altar decorated,
all with appropriate pute (literally. prayer chants), which Emerson happily defines as "song
offerings" (1909:22) .
*This name appears in the Emerson rendition in line 16, "E moe hauna-ike".



In the midst of the greenery on the kuahu altar was set a small block of lama wood, repre-
senting the goddess Laka. Lama is a hard, red-brown wood, and it was chosen to represent Laka
because its name means "light" or "enlightenment." This block was wrapped in yellow tapa, a
color most suitable for female gods, and a color conveying the appearance and the feeling of
light.
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Five plant forms were commonly used to decorate the kuahu altar, and in most hQ~ huLa these
five were considered essential.* They are: (1) Maile, a straggling or twining shrub with
fragrant stem, bark, and leaves. Several forms of maile are found in the lower and middle for-
est regions of the islands--one with wide, blunt, oval leaves, another with narrower leaves,
another with rounder leaves, etc. (2) 'Ie'ie, a woody climber with aerial roots and clusters
of slender, shiny, green leaves, found in woods between 1,000 and 2,000-ft elevation. In summer
the 'ie'ie develops fragrant bracts of bright orange-red leaves within which are three brilliant
cones. These cones are borne on separate plants, male and female. (3) HaZapepe, a much-branched
tree with long narrow leaves in tufts at branch ends and with clustered, round, golden fruits.
(4) Lehua ('ohi'a-Iehua), a forest tree growing in a wide range of elevations, from 1,000 to
9,000 ft. Young leaves are reddish, and are called Ziko. Flowers are composed of many bright
stamens forming tufts at branch ends, usually bright red, but also found in salmon, pink, yel-
low, or I"hite. (5) PaZai (palapaZai), a fern bearing lacy, slightly hairy fronds, 2 or 3 ft
long, borne on foot-long stems. Emerson adds to this list a number of others: 'ohi'a-'ai, the
mountain apple; 'ekaha, the bird's~nest fern; hau; and breadfruit, banana, ti, and 'iZima (1909:
19-20).

Gods and demi-gods were represented by the five main plant forms on the altar. Ku~ka-'ohi'a-
laka, a form of Ku in the 'ohi'a-Zehua, was one such gOd.** Hi'iaka was there in the paLai fern,
and Kapo was represented by the halapepe. Lau-ka-'ie'ie was a beautiful demi-goddess whose bro-
ther obtained for her a chiefly husband from Kaua' i. She was transformed into the 'ie'ie vine
(Westervelt 1915:36-48) and was s·orepresented on the altar. From legend also came the four
Maile sisters, Maile-ha'i-wale, Maile-kaluhea, Mai1e-lau-li'i, and Maile-pakaha, who were repre-
sented by one or more varieties of the maiZe. Other gods and demi-gods were no doubt invoked in
the hULau huta of the past, depending upon their association with the locality and with the po'e
}p~Zaof the place.

TRAINING

In his discussion on the organization of a hU~ hula Emerson touches upon the composition
of the mele that were to become the stock repertoire of a teacher of the hula, a kumu hula.
Whether composed in company with others, or by a single person, the kumu hula himself or another,

*Plant identifications and descriptions are taken from Neal (1965) and Degener (1945). See Glos-
sary for scientific identifications of plants and animals mentioned in this work.
**Ku-ka-'ohi'a-laka is given by ~mlo as one of the gods propitiated by those who took timber in
the forest (~Ialo 1951:82). N.B. Emerson's note on this name explains laka (rota) as a widespread
Polynesian name for the Metrosideros ('ohi'a lehua) (1909:84, n. 5), confirmed by Neal (1965:637).
It is probably because of this similarity in name that a male £aka was regarded by some as a god
of the hula (Pukui 1942, p. 70, this work. See also Manu Ms. :34; see p. 9).
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the words of every mete, hula and otherwise, had to be of oniy propitious meaning, or calamity
would result. This careful attention to the literal as well as figurative or alternative mean-
ings of words in a composition was vital (Emerson 1909:27). It has endured among Hal,aiian com-
posers to this day both as a mark of excellence in composition and as a remnant of the old be-
lief in "word magic."

Having a stock of mele, and himself an accomplished dancer or chanter, the kumu hula was
ready to organize a dancing school. Eme~son thus describes the organization of such schools
formed in the late days of the Hawaiian monarchy, which were perhaps truly representative of
those of the early 19th century, at least.

The organization of a hula company was largely democratic. The
kumu--in modern sense, the teacher--was the leader and conductor,
responsible for the training and discipline of the company. He
was the business manager of the enterprise; the priest, kahuna, the
leader in the religious exercises ....

The po 'o-puaa [po 'opua 'a] was an officer chosen by the pupils to
be their special agent and mouthpiece. He saw to the execution of
the kumu's judgments and commands, collected the fines, and exacted
the penalties imposed by the kumu. It fell to him to convey to the
altar the presents of garlands, awa, and the like that were contribu-
ted to the hal au.

The paepae, also chosen by the pupils, subject to confirmation by
the kumu, acted as an assistant of the po'opuaa.

The ho'o-ulu was the guard stationed at the door. He sprinkled
with sea-water mixed with tumeric ['oZena] everyone who entered the
halau. He also acted as sergeant-at-arms to keep order and remove
anyone who made a disturbance. It was his duty each day to place a
fresh bowl of awa on the altar of the goddess (hanai kuahu), literally
to feed the altar [Emerson 1909;29] .

• • •
The performers in the hula were divided into two classes, the

oZapa. ['oZapa] --agile ones--and the ho 'opaa rho 'opa 'a]--steadfast
ones. The role of otapa ...was assigned to the young men and women ....
It was theirs, sometimes while singing, to move and pose and ges-
ture in the dance; sometimes also to punctuate their song and action
with the lighter instruments of music. The role of ho'o-paa [ho'opa'a],
on the other hand, was given to men and women of greater experience
and of more maturity. They handled the heavier instruments and played
their parts mostly while sitting or kneeling .... They also lent their
voices to swell the chorus or utter the refrain of certain songs,
sometimes taking the lead in the song or bearing its whole burden,
while the ...olapa gave themselves entirely to the dance.

Such was the personnel of a hula troupe when first gathered by the
hula-master for training and drill in the halau, now become a school
for the hula [Emerson 1909;28J.

In a brief discussion of the rules and regulations observed during the course of training
in the hQ~, Emerson stressed the attached kapu as being the main disciplinary force that up-
held the authority of the kumu hula (1909;30). In the Hawaiian society the breaking of any kapu,
intentionally or unintentionally, brought severe
of this retribution maintained order everywhere.

retribution, spiritual and secular, and fear
In the haZau, fear perhaps did contribute to

discipline, but on the positive side, total observance of the kapu brought favorable responses
from the gods, and strengthened and increased proficiency in the arts of the hula.
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Different halau had differing kapu, but all presumably observed the basic three kapu
that Emerson mentions: total abstinence from sexual indulgence, personal cleanliness, and avoid-
ance of contact with dead bodies (Ibid.). He cites one example of a food restriction, that
against the eating of sugarcane;

...The reason assigned was that if one indulged in it his work ...
would amount to nothing ...aohe e ko ana kana mau hana ....The argu-
ment turned on the double meaning of the word ko, the first meaning
being sugar cane, the second, accomplishment. The Hawaiians were
much impressed by ...nominalism. Yet there is a backing of good
sense to the rule. Anyone \>'hohas chewed the sweet stalk can tes-
tify that for some time thereafter his voice is rough [Ibid.].

For similar reasons of double entendre, usually based on equally practical reasons, other foods
were banned.

Emerson reveals the historic context of his work when he says:
The ordinary penalty for a breach of ceremony or an offence

against sexual morality was the offering of a baked porkling with
awa. Slnce the introduction of money the penalty has generally
been reckoned on a commercial basis; a money fine is imposed. The
offering of pork and awa is retained as a concession to tradition
[Ibid.].

GRADUATION

Ceremonies of graduation ('Uniki) from the hQZau huLa followed training. For several days
beforehand, the pupils had to remain in the hal-au, leaving it only for "the most stringent neces-
sity," as Emerson puts it (1909:31). Most of the night before actual graduation was spent in
chant and dance--in dress rehearsal, one might say. At one point the company went to the sea
for ceremonial bathing to purify themselves, and re-entered the hU~ after being sprinkled
(pi kai) with "holy water" by the kumu hula, who then went himself to his purifying bat.h (Ibid.).
At daybreak, after a short rest, a tabu-removing prayer was chanted to Laka before the kuahu,
then the company sat down to eat, joined by friends, relatives, and other po'e hula. The pig
that \~as to be consecrated for eating later at the ceremonial 'ailolo feast marking the end of
training was then brought in for ritual killing by the kumu hula. The kuahu altar was then dis-
mantled, and a new one set up; the pupils retired to groom and adorn themselves.
turn they resumed their pule to the goddess Laka, and then, divesting themselves
offered them on the altar.

Upon their re-
of their lei,

At the final religious rite, the 'ailolo feast marking the end of training, each pupil
received a portion of snout, ear-tips, tail, feet, spleen and brain (lol-o) of the consecrated
pig. The kumu hul-a now lifted the tabu from the 'ail-olo ceremony .

.. .The pupils have been graduated from the school of the halau;
they are now members of the great guild of hula dancers ....The
time has come for them to make their bow to the waiting public
outside.

The kumu with his big drum, and the musicians, the ho'o-paa,
pass through the door and tak~ their places outside in the lanai,
where sit the Ivaiting multi tude. At the tap of the drum the group
of waiting olapa ...pass out the halau door and [as they] present
themselves to the breathless audience, into every pose and motion of
their gliding, swaying figures they pour a full tide of emotion in
studied and unstudied effort to captivate the public (Emerson 1909:35].
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COSTtr.<IES

The coStUI;lCSof the dancers, according t.o EocTson. consisted of Zei for head and shoulders,
pa'u (for beth recnand w~~n). and kUpe'e. He confines the term ~e'e to anklets, fashioned
he says of "whale teeth. bone, snell-h'ork, dog-teeth, fiber-stuffs, and what not" (Eocl'son

1909 ;49) . Kiipe'61 \"35 n t.err,lllpplicd also to bracelots. such us those h'OT" by the danccl"S do-

scribed by Ellis and Stewut (see pp. 29-31; 33). The Zsi were of indigenous plants. says

E:t:erson, ", .. the ilima, the le!\uil. the l:lailc. the ie-ie, and the Jike" (lbid.:56). Eoersonls

description of tho huLa pa'u and the ccchods of wrapping it rends:
rn the costuming of the hula girl the samo variety obtained us in

tho dress of a \,'oman of rank, Somctil~es !mr pa'o '.~ould be only a
close-set fringe- of ribbons stripped from the bark of the hibiscus
(hau), the ti lenf or banana fiber, or a frne rosh, strung upon a
thong to encircle t.he waist." [n its r.:.ostelaborate and fomal
style the pa-u consisted of a strip of fine tapa several yards long
and of width to reach nearly to the knees. It was often delicately
tinted or I)rinted, as to its outer part_, Hitll st2mped figures. The
part of the tapa skirt thus printed; like the outet·, decorative one
ill a set of upa bed-slleots, was t(!:l":Cedthe kilor.QnQ..

The pa-u of the WODenwas worn in addition to that of doily life;
the hula pa-G of the Den, a less pretentious affair, was worn out-
side the l:lalo, a.•.,d in addition to it.

The n:ethodof girding on the pa-u "'as peculiar. Beginning at the
right hip--solfl-aso, the lcft--a free end was nllo\<ledto hang quite
to the knee; then, passing across tho back, rounding the left hip,
and returning by wayof the abdo~n to the starting point, another
circuit of the waist lias accottpHshed; and, a reverse being Clado,
the garocnt was secured by passing the bight of the tapa beneath tho
hanging folds of the pa-u :iTombelo;" up~a:rd until it slightly pro-
truded above the border of the garment at the "'.!list. TIlls second end
\~as thus brought to hang dOlo.'rlthe hip alongside the first free end;' an
arrange~&nt that produced a Dost decorative effect.

The Hawaiia.1s, in their fondness for giving personal n&~esto in-
timate objects, namedthe two free ends (apua) of the pa-u respec-
tively KU-kapu- 'ula.-ka-lani and LeZe-a-l7lQllu'i.

A.ccordingto another method, which \(a$ simpler and more cOln:uonly
employed, the picce was folded sido',oIiseand, being gathered into
pleats, a COrdwas inserted the lengt'h of the fold. The cord was
passed about the waist, knotted at the hip, and thus held the gar~ent
secure [Ibid.:SO].

llfELe AND TYPES OF !lULJI

Throughout the pages from which the above passages have been taxen, E~eTsoninterspersed
~t6 appropriate to each occasion. These m6Ze are used today by oodern hula. aasters at coapaI-
able occasions within their ownnaz4u, a.,d man)'are taken from the story of Pele and Hi'iaka.
Onesuch is t.he chant which begins "He lei mai Za. 0 Ka'~Za i 1«;kai." the "wrenth songl' givon
by Eoerson as the chant uttcr.ed as 'the dancers adorned themselves Io'ith head and nee); lei for
their graduation perforoance (1909:56). He gives the origin of this song as that uttered by the
ghost of the laltc giTl ""'na-~na-ia-kalu-ea at Kahakuloa, r.!aui (Ibid. :212). tie treats tne

"Such fibrous skirts datO-from the Kalakaua JlO-riod;earlier 1mZa pa1u were 1nvilTiabIy of tapa or
foreign cloth.
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incident of the lame girl quite differently in his version of Pele and Hi'iaka. and the chant
does not appear at all in that version (1915:68-72). The first two lines of this chant are
found again in his Pele and Hi'iaka as opening a chant uttered by Lohi'au at a kilu game in
Honolulu (Ibid.: 177) .

This is but one instance of the repeated use in different versions and situations of the
same or similar chants that formed the common stock of "free" (noa) material used over and over
again by the po'e hula in their various hQlau. Chants taken from various versions of the Pele
and Hi'iaka story are most frequently found as free material. Such material contrasts with the
repertoire of the individual hula masters who receive material from their own former teachers,
and who compose for themselves. The latter materials are kapu, meaning restricted to the use or
performance of their own hizlau. Such kapu or restricted material is sometimes called "sacred."

Before beginning his chapters on individual hula, Emerson dwelt upon the differences in the
"whole body of mele, pule, and oli that makes up the songs and liturgy of the hula as well as
to the traditions that gUide~ the ...kumu-hula in the training of his company." He concluded
that "jealousy had much to do with the slight differences now manifest, that one version is as
authoritative as another, and that it would be well for each kwrru hula to have kept in mind the
wise adage that shines among the sayings of his nation: 'Aohe pau ka ike i kau halau'--'Think
not that all of wisdom resides in your halau"'(Emerson 1909:38-39).

Tn the ~itten Literature of Hawaii Emerson discusses no less than 29 hula, classified,
apparently by him, as to type, and gives at least one hula mele to which the particular dance
was performed. The earlier Hawaiian write1's--Malo, 'I'i, and Kamakau--by no means mentioned as
many kinds of hula as did Emerson, nor did they describe them in such detail. Malo said:

...The hula most frequently performed by the chiefs was the Ko-Laau
[ka-la'au] (in which one stick was struck against anothe1').*
...Among the varieties of the hula were the pai umauma (beating
the chest), hul~ vahu (with a drum accompaniment), and the hula
pahua; others were the alaa-papa, the paipai, the pa-ipu, the
ulil'i, the kolani, and thek'ide-i. [1951:231].

The hula paipai is not described in Emerson, nor is the 'ulili. The hula pa ipu is a synonym
of the hula kuolo, according to Emerson (1909:73).

John 'l'i mentioned the hula 'aiha'a as a type of hula (1959:137). Emerson applied the
term to a style of chanting for the hula 'aLa'apapa (1909:58). The term has come to mean a
style of dancing (Pukui & Elbert 1971~9). Perhaps to 'I'i it was synonymous with the hula
'ala'apapa. The description of the hula ra ipu by 'I'i is quoted here on page 23. He mentions
the hula kala 'au in passing, saying that it was popular at the time of Kamamalu's birth, about
1802 (1959:70), and that the Spaniard Paula Mar1n was an expert at it (Ibid. :94).

In Kamakau's account of the pleasure that Kalani'opu'u took in the hula, quoted here on
page 14, he mentions the 'ala 'apapa and the hula ki'i (I96l: 105). This passage in the published
work wa> editE1d so a> to define the hula ki'i a> "the dance of the marionettes," a definition
taken from Emerson (1909:91-l02) that is at odds with the period of which Kamakau was speaking.

*Parenthetical remarks are by Emerson, translator of ~mlo.



The dictionary defines this hula as "dance of the images in which the dancers postured stiffly

like images" (Pukui & Elbert 1971:83); this is without doubt the proper description of the truly

old hula ki'i. In the MosesManulegend the dance originated on Ni'ihau (ManuMs.:llj seepp. 8-9,

this paper. See also pp. 14, 40-41, this paper).

Elsewhere Kamakaulisted the hula "Hawaiian chiefs danced" as the 'olapa, pahu, k.uala,
'alala, pihi (pihe?) *, ki'i, pa 'iumauma, "and innumerable others" (1961:350). The 'olapa appears

to have comprised those dances accompanied by gourd drums (Pukui & Elbert 1971:260). Emerson

specifies these gourd dances as the hula 'ala'apapa, ipu, pa-ipu (or k.uala),ho'o-nana, and ki'i

in one grouping of hula types (l909:102), but reserves the term 'olapa for the dancers. The 'alala

is typed by style of chanting, rather than by kind of dance (Pukui & Elbert 1971:17).

Of all the hula mentioned by name, the hula kala'au was the first described and the one that

endured longest in popularity. It was first described by Captain Cook as it was seen on Ni'ihau

in January of 1778 (see pp. IS). Kamakaunamed it as one of the two "most popular dances" of

the period of about 1780 (the other being the 'ala'apapa) (see p. 14); /l.1a10called the kiila'au

the hula "most frequently performed by the chiefs" (see p. 62); it was mentioned by 'I' i as being

popUlar in the period 1802-1810 (see p. 62); and it was again described in 1823, by Ellis (see

p.29). Emersongives two mele for the hula kaZa'au (1909:117-118), one the ever-popular "Kana
kai 'opua i ka la 'imuchperformed today.

The other mele that Emersongives for the hula kala 'au is that which begins, "0 KalQk.au.a,

he inoa, '0 ka pua mae 'ole i ka lii," which is more commonlyseen today as a hula 'olapa. Emer-

son's remarks on the "naming" of this mele to Kalakaua is an oblique rebuke to that monarch for

appropriating not only this but other mele to himself, or at least in permitting their re-naming

to himself (1909:116-117).

RELIGIOUSASPECTSOFHULA

In the UmJPitten Litepature of Hawaii Emersonmade :.epeated reference to the "Sacred"

character of the hula. His unqualified remarks that the hula was "a religious service" (1909:11)

and a "sacred and religious performance" (Ibid:57) indicate that he carried over the religious

aspects of the halau training into the performance of the dances themselves (Ibid. :13, 103, 187).

Noneof the Hawaiian writers whose remarks on the hula have been cited made any such inference,

and the eyewitness accounts of hula performances reproduced in this paper do not bear out such

statements.

There is no question that hula dancers formally trained in the nalau practiced their art

with reference and supplication to the gods of the hula. That is not to say, however, that

their performances were acts of worship, or "a religious service." A spiritual affinity with

the gods of family, of arts and crafts, and of all of nature permeated Hawaiian society in pre-

Christian days, and carried over in greater or lesser degree into Christianized times. A pro-

nounced revival of this feeling and attitude is being evidenced today, not the least amongthe

po'e hula.
*Pihe: to mournor lament. Possibly descriptive of hula performed in mourning or lamentation.
See pp. 18 and 3~ this paper.
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The religious aspects of training in the halau hula ended with the final ritual of the
graduation exercises when the restrictions (kapu) of the gods upon the participants were lifted.
Thereafter, their performances were "free" (naa), that is, without any religious restriction
or ritual other than those they wished to observe. Customarily hula troupes maintained a cer-
tain religious aspect through ritual prayers preceding formal appearances. These prayers or
pule were essentially supplications for agility, memory, and grace necessary to present a flaw-
less performance (see p. 18), but the dances were by no means a religious service in the sense
of being acts of worship.

Chants and their accompanying dances composed for chiefs or gods were also sacred (kapu)
in that they were restricted to performances in honor or veneration of the chief or god to whom
they were dedicated or "named." Again this sacredness implied a restriction, and no't a religious
service. The chants and dances associated wi'th any par'ticular hGUzu were also sacred (kapu) be-
cause they were restricted to that hQlau, meaning that school, and the troupe representing it.
Pupils leaving the hQZau to form troupes of their own performed such sacred dances only upon
the lifting of the kapu on them by their former kumu hula.

Emerson's work. however, had the weigh't of authority. and his designation of the hula as a
sacred dance was followed for many years. The f.JmJritten Litel'atUPe of Ha;,1Qii became the indis-
putable reference on all hula matters, and remains so to a large extent today.

1910-1930: The Hula "Goes Modern"

The huZa came into public prominence again after the first decade or so of the 20th century,
this time under the stimulus of business--the entertainment business. The hula became a feature
of carnivals and pageants and then became entrenched as standard entertainment fare catering to
the growing tourist trade (Fig. 14). But it was a quite different huZa than that seen through
the years when it was performed as Hawaiian entertainment for Hawaiians. It had· undergone a
radical change, from that of a dance form subordinate to the poetry of the chant 'towhich it was
danced, to a style of dancing in which gesture became the important feature. This was under-
standable in the light of the audience it now attracted--an audience that had little or no know-
ledge of the Hawaiian language. Its music also was quite different: now most of the mele hula

were sung 'tomelodic ttmes, and were no longer chanted. Again the cries of "lasciviousness"
and "indecency" were raised--and again they were voiced by that long-time opponen't of the hu~a,
Thomas G. Thrum (1917:120-125).

There were others, apart from the businessmen who were doing the actual promoting of this
new "tourist attraction," who, while they recognized the appeal of this hula to the general pub-
lic, deplored the "degradation" of the dance. The following ex'tracts from an article by Lorin
Tarr Gill in 1923 express their viewpoint:

...the Hawaiian hula as known to the world at large is a spec-
tacle of which we who make our homes in these islands can not in any
way be proud.

The familiar picture of the lei-bedecked, dusky-skinned beauty,
more or less adequately clad in her wreath and anklet of flowers,
her bracelet of green, and the inevitable grass skirt expresses all
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Fig. 14. HULA DANCERS, c. 1897-1901. Photograph by Frank Davey. (Bishop Mus. Neg. No.
1924-203.05, No. 96).



With the arrival of the first wh~ling vessels, the hula was
modernized to suit the jaded palates of the sailors of a hundred
years ago. More and more objectionable features were introduced.
The natives, ever obliging, were influenced by the effects of gin
and the desire for the suggestive dance, and the hula degenerated
into the thing it is today.

Under King Kalakaua, less artistic or coarser forms of hula
became the court dance.

And this is the commercialized hula as known to the tourist.
The indecent hula is sometimes foisted upon the public as a

religious and ceremonial performance of the early Hawaiians and
hence, "having the approval of the gods, it should have the ap-
proval of mortals."

This is a view, according to the same authority, "that meets
with but ridicule from those best qualified to know, the Hawaiians
themselves."1<
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that the hula means to those citizens of the earth who have never
visited OUT beautiful land, as well as to many others Who, as
tourists, have done so [Fig. 151.

The truth of the matter is that the real Hawaiian hula has little
in common with the coarse imitations frequently served up to sight-
seers, magazine readers, and the general public [Gill 1923:7].

There follows in Gill's article a long synopsis of Emerson's Unwritten Literature, which she
accepted as being a true picture of pre-Kamehameha times; then she resumed her remarks on the
modern hula being presented:

The fragments of Hawaiian music that have drifted down to us from
the early part of the nineteenth century show in their plaintive, un-
melodious monotony, the characteristics that stamp all primitive song.

Almost none of the singing that one hears at the so-called hula
performance is Hawaiian music of the old sort, "nor" says an authority,
"is the modern hula a more fair and true representative of the savage
Hawaiian or Polynesian dance than the Parisian cancan is of a refined
and civilized dance."

But the hul~ has been popUlarized and commercialized; it has
been displayed at p~blic gatherings as an ancient religious cere-
money; it has suffered the additIon of imported steps from the main-
land, and the vulgarities introduced to pander to tourists; yet it
has been called the national dance of Hawaii, and its grass skirt,
unknown to early Hawaii, has been called the national costume (Gill
1923:7-8}.

"Vulgar," "obscene," "lascivious, '\ are relative terms, and there were many who did not view
this developing style of hu~a as such. At its best, it was a graceful, eye-appealing dance, and
its populari ty among visitors and also among the multi-ethnic groups of Hawai' i became as great
as that of the traditional hu~a of the Hawaiians of earlier times, and remains so today.

The traditional hula forms, however, never died out, although they became less often seen
in public. Ha~hula, much the same as those described by Emerson, carried on the traditional
training in the 20th century; occasionally their kumu huLa put on a performance in public, usu-
ally to a discriminating and appreciative audience of Hawaiians and kama'aina. An account of
such schools is given by Mary Kawena Pukui in the following chapter.

*Quoted from Thrum 1917:120-125, cited above.
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'"19. 15. HULA(Tinted postc~~C~R. ~. 1925.1n B1Shop Mus.)
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